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Transiting Exoplanets with JWST
Seager, S., Deming, D., Valenti, J. A.
Abstract The era of exoplanet characterization is upon us. For a subset of exo-
planets — the transiting planets — physical properties can be measured, including
mass, radius, and atmosphere characteristics. Indeed, measuring the atmospheres of
a further subset of transiting planets, the hot Jupiters, is now routine with the Spitzer
Space Telescope. The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will continue Spitzer’s
legacy with its large mirror size and precise thermal stability. JWST is poised for the
significant achievement of identifying habitable planets around bright M through G
stars—rocky planets lacking extensive gas envelopes, with water vapor and signs of
chemical disequilibrium in their atmospheres. Favorable transiting planet systems,
are, however, anticipated to be rare and their atmosphere observations will require
tens to hundreds of hours of JWST time per planet. We review what is known about
the physical characteristics of transiting planets, summarize lessons learned from
Spitzer high-contrast exoplanet measurements, and give several examples of poten-
tial JWST observations.
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Fig. 1 Known planets as of July 2008. We have defined planet to have a maximum mass of 13
Jupiter masses. The symbols indicate the discovery technique; see text for details. Data from [1].
1 Introduction
The existence of exoplanets is firmly established with over 300 known to orbit
nearby, sun-like stars. Figure 1 shows the known exoplanets as of July 2008 with
symbols indicating their discovery techniques [1]. The majority of the known exo-
planets have been discovered by the Doppler technique which measures the star’s
line-of-sight motion as the star orbits the planet-star common center of mass [2, 3].
While most planets discovered with the Doppler technique are giant planets, the
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new frontier is discovery of super Earths (loosely defined as planets with masses
between 1 and 10 M⊕). About a dozen radial velocity planets with M<10 M⊕ and
another dozen with 10 M⊕<M<30 M⊕ have been reported. The transit technique
finds planets by monitoring thousands of stars, looking for the small drop in bright-
ness of the parent star that is caused by a planet crossing in front of the star. At the
time of writing this article, around 50 transiting planets are known. Due to selection
effects, transiting planets found from ground-based searches are limited to small
semi-major axes [4]. Gravitational microlensing has recently emerged as a power-
ful planet-finding technique, discovering 6 planets, two belonging to a scaled down
version of our own solar system [5]. Direct imaging is able to find young or massive
planets with very large semi-major axes. The mass of directly imaged planets (e.g.,
[6] and references therein) is inferred from the measured flux based on evolution
models, and is hence uncertain. The timing discovery method includes both pulsar
planets [7] and planets orbiting stars with stable oscillation periods [8].
Many fascinating properties of exoplanets have been uncovered by the initial data
set of hundreds of exoplanets. A glance at Figure 1 shows one of the most surprising
features: that exoplanets exist in an almost continuous range of mass and semi-major
axis. Not shown in Figure 1 are the equally wide range of eccentricities; several
different theories for the origin of planet eccentricities have been proposed. Because
there is not enough solid material close to the star in a protoplanetary disk, the giant
planets are believed to have formed further out in the disk and migrated inwards.
The migration stopping mechanisms, and even the details of planet migration are
not fully understood. Out of the∼50 known transiting exoplanets, several have very
large radii, and are too big for their mass and age according to planet evolution
models (see Figure 5). These “puffed-up” planets must have extra energy in their
core that prevents cooling and contraction, but no satisfactory explanation yet exists.
The next step beyond discovery is to characterize the physical properties of exo-
planets by measuring densities, atmospheric composition, and atmospheric temper-
atures.
There are two paths to exoplanet characterization. The first is direct imaging
where the planet and star are spatially separated on the sky. Direct imaging has
been successful for discovering hot or massive planetary candidates with large (∼
50–100 AU) orbital and projected spatial separation [6, 9, 10]. Although JWST will
incorporate several coronagraphic modes, neither the telescope nor the instruments
were optimized for coronagraphy. A relatively large inner working angle and limited
planet-star contrast restrict JWST to studying young or massive Jupiters with large
semi-major axes. The case for JWST coronagraphic observations of exoplanets is
presented in [11].
Solar-system aged small planets are not observable via direct imaging with cur-
rent technology, even though an Earth at 10 pc is brighter than the faintest galaxies
observed by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The major impediment to direct
observations is instead the adjacent host star; the Sun is 10 million to 10 billion
times brighter than Earth (for mid-infrared and visible wavelengths, respectively).
No existing or planned telescope is capable of achieving this contrast ratio at 1 AU
separations.
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The second path to exoplanet characterization is via the transit technique. A sub-
set of exoplanets cross in front of their stars as seen from Earth (“primary eclipse”
or “transit”). Planets that cross in front of their star, also pass behind the star (sec-
ondary eclipse), provided that the transiting planet is on a circular orbit. The proba-
bility to transit is ∼ R∗/a, where R∗ is the stellar radius and a the semi-major axis.
Transits are therefore most easily found for planets orbiting close to the star. Indeed,
all but one of the ∼50 known transiting exoplanets have a < 0.09 AU (See [1] and
references therein).
Observations of transiting planets exploit separation of photons in time, rather
than in space (see Figure 2). That is, observations are made in the combined light
of the planet-star system. When the planet transits the star as seen from Earth the
starlight gets dimmer by the planet-to-star area ratio. If the size of the star is known,
the planet size can be derived. During the planet transit, some of the starlight passes
through the optically thin part of the planet atmosphere, picking up spectral features
from the planet. A planetary transmission spectrum can be obtained by dividing the
spectrum of the star and planet during transit by the spectrum of the star alone (the
latter taken before or after transit).
Fig. 2 Schematic of a planet transit. Not to scale.
When the planet disappears behind the star, the total flux from the planet-star
system drops. The drop is related to both relative sizes of the planet and star and
their relative brightnesses (at a given wavelength). The flux spectrum of the planet
can be derived by subtracting the flux spectrum of the star alone (during secondary
eclipse) from the flux spectrum of both the star and planet (just before and after sec-
ondary eclipse). The planet’s flux gives information on the planet composition and
temperature gradient (at infrared wavelengths) or albedo (at visible wavelengths).
Finally, non-transiting exoplanets can in principle also be observed in the combined
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planet-star flux as the planet goes through illumination phases as seen from Earth.
In the thermal infrared the phase observations provide information on energy redis-
tribution of absorbed stellar radiation (see Section 2.3) and at visible wavelengths
the phase observations give information on scattering particles (gas or clouds).
Primary and secondary eclipses enable high-contrast measurements because the
precise on/off nature of the transit and secondary eclipse events provide an intrinsic
calibration reference. This is one reason why the Hubble Space Telescope and the
Spitzer Space Telescope have been so successful in measuring high-contrast transit
signals that were not considered in their designs.
2 Spitzer’s Legacy
2.1 Background
The Spitzer Space Telescope is a cryogenically cooled 85 cm diameter telescope
launched into an Earth-trailing orbit in 2003. All three of Spitzer’s science instru-
ments (IRAC [12], IRS [13], and MIPS [14]) have been used to study exoplanets.
Spitzer has revolutionized the field of exoplanets by making measurements of hot
Jupiter atmospheres routine. The Spitzer exoplanet studies are directly relevant to
JWST because JWST will make similar measurements, but with much higher S/N,
for much smaller exoplanets, or for planets with semi-major axes beyond 0.05 AU.
We describe one reason why Spitzer has been so successful in detecting photons
from exoplanets during secondary eclipse. Figure 3 shows the relative fluxes for
the Sun, Jupiter, Earth, Venus, and Mars, approximating each as a black body. The
planets also reflect light from the Sun at visible wavelengths, giving them two flux
peaks in their schematic spectrum. We see from Figure 3 that at infrared wavelengths
( < 10µm) the solar system planets are more than 7 orders of magnitude fainter than
the Sun. A generic hot Jupiter, with assumed geometric albedo of 0.05, equilibrium
temperature of 1600 K, and a radius of 1.2 RJ is also shown on the same figure. This
representative hot Jupiter is less than 3 orders of magnitude fainter than the Sun at
some wavelengths. Equally important is that the planet-to-star flux ratio is favorable
where the star and planet flux are high, i.e. plenty of photons are available to reach
the telescope. The ∼8 µm region is therefore a sweet spot for Spitzer observations
of hot Jupiter exoplanets.
2.2 Exoplanet Radii
A precise planet radius together with planet mass enables a study of the planet’s
density and interior bulk composition. We have shown that infrared wavelengths
are ideal for deriving a precise planet radius from the transit light curve, due to the
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Fig. 3 Black body flux (in units of 10−26 W m−2 Hz−1) of some solar system bodies as “seen”
from 10 pc. The Sun is represented by a 5750 K black body. The planets Jupiter, Venus, Earth,
and Mars are shown and are labeled with their first initial. A putative hot Jupiter is labeled with
“HJ”. The planets have two peaks in their spectra. The short-wavelength peak is due to sunlight
scattered from the planet atmosphere and is computed using the planet’s geometric albedo. The
long-wavelength peak is from the planet’s thermal emission and is estimated by a black body of
the planet’s effective temperature. Data from [20]. The Hot Jupiter albedo was assumed to be 0.05
and the equilibrium temperature to be 1600 K.
miniscule amount of stellar limb darkening at infrared wavelengths [15]. In contrast,
at visible wavelengths limb darkening affects the shape of the transit light curve.
Because limb darkening is imperfectly known for stars other than the Sun, limb
darkening must be solved for from planet transit light curves at visible wavelengths
in order to fit the planet’s radius. Spitzer measurements of the HD 209458 primary
eclipse with MIPS at 24 µm yielded a planetary radius of 1.26±0.08 RJ [15]. At
shorter infrared wavelengths with more photons from the star and where limb dark-
ening is still negligible, and for host stars of later spectral type than HD 209458,
transit light curves will enable even more precise planet radii to be derived.
Transit observations at infrared wavelengths are especially useful for planets
transiting M stars. M stars are faint at visible wavelengths with peak flux output
at near-IR wavelengths. Spitzer is arguably the best existing telescope for determin-
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ing precise radii of planets transiting M stars. The Neptune-mass planet GJ 436b
[16, 17] was observed by Spitzer to have a Neptune-like radius of 4.33±0.18R⊕
[18, 19].
2.3 Exoplanet Atmosphere Summary
Several different exoplanets have published Spitzer secondary eclipse atmosphere
measurements. These secondary eclipse measurements have detection significances
ranging from 60σ [21] down to 5σ . Rather than describe each planet individually,
we present a summary based on an important question related to atmospheric circu-
lation.
Hot Jupiters are expected to be tidally locked to their parent stars—presenting
the same face to the star at all times. This causes a permanent day and night side.
A long standing question has been about the temperature difference from the day
to night side. Are the hot Jupiters scorchingly hot on the day side and exceedingly
cold on the night side? Or, does atmospheric circulation efficiently redistribute the
absorbed stellar radiation from the day side to the night side?
Surprisingly, Spitzer has found that both scenarios are possible. Spitzer has mea-
sured the flux of the planet and star system as a function of orbital phase for several
hot Jupiter systems [23, 24, 21]. Assuming that the star is constant in flux, the re-
sulting brightness change is due to the planet alone. The HD 189733 star and planet
shows some variation at 8 µm during the 30 hour continuous observation of half
an orbital phase [21]. This variation corresponds to about 20% variation in planet
temperature (from a brightness temperature of 1212 to 973 K). In contrast, the non-
transiting exoplanet Ups And shows a marked day-night contrast suggesting that the
day and night side temperatures differ by over 1000 K [23].
Once the stellar radiation is absorbed on the planet’s day side, there is a com-
petition between reradiation and advection. If the radiation is absorbed high in the
atmosphere, the reradiation timescale is short and reradiation dominates over advec-
tion. In this case the absorbed stellar radiation is reradiated before it has a chance
to be advected around the planet, resulting in a very hot planet day side and a cor-
respondingly very cold night side. If the radiation penetrates deep into the planet
atmosphere where it is finally absorbed, the advective timescale dominates and the
absorbed stellar radiation is efficiently circulated around the planet. This case would
generate a planet with a small temperature variation around the planet. See also
[25, 26, 27, 28]. See [29] and references therein for a review discussion of atmo-
spheric circulation models.
In Figure 4 we plot measured brightness temperatures of seven hot exoplanets
together with two equilibrium temperature (Teq) curves. One of the Teq curves is
for a planet with evenly redistributed absorbed stellar radiation ( f = 1/4 below),
corresponding to a planet with little temperature difference between the day and
night sides. The other Teq curve is for a planet with instantaneous reradiation of
absorbed stellar radiation ( f = 2/3 below), corresponding to a planet with a strong
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day-night temperature difference. The cooler of the hot exoplanets in Figure 4 lie
along the evenly redistributed energy curve, while the hotter exoplanets lie nearer to
the instantaneous reradiation Teq curve.
Fig. 4 Brightness temperature (8 µm) as a function of the day side equilibrium temperature for six
hot Jupiters. Brightness temperature is the measured flux converted to a temperature. The day side
equilibrium temperature Teq, is defined in equation (1) and the accompanying text. The parameter
f is used to approximate atmospheric circulation: in this formulation of equation (1), f = 1/4
corresponds to a uniform temperature around the planet (solid line), whereas f = 2/3 corresponds
to instantaneous reradiation on the planet’s dayside hemisphere (dashed line). The cooler planets
lie near the uniform temperature line whereas the hotter planets lie near the hot day side line. From
left to right, the brightness temperatures are GJ 436b [18], HD 189733 b [21], TrES-1 [31], HD
209458b [33], Ups And [23], HD 149026 [26]. (Note that the Ups And day side temperature is
estimated from its thermal phase curve).
Physically, Teq is the effective temperature attained by an isothermal planet after
it has reached complete equilibrium with the radiation from its parent star. Teq is
described by
Teq = T∗
(
R∗
a
)1/2
[ f (1−AB)]1/4, (1)
where T∗ and R∗ are the effective temperature and the radius of the star, a is the
planet semi-major axis, and f and AB are the re-radiation factor and the Bond albedo
of the planet.
Here we explain how hot Jupiters can exist both with and without large day-night
temperature variations. See also [30, 26, 27, 28]. Hot planets such as Ups And are
on one side of a temperature-driven chemical composition boundary, while cooler
planets such as HD 209458b are on the cooler side. Specifically, if the hot Jupiter
planet atmosphere is relatively cool, TiO is locked into solid particles that have little
absorbing power in the atmosphere. In the hotter atmosphere, TiO is a “deadly”
gas that absorbs so strongly it puts the planet in the reradiation regime leading to a
large day-night contrast. At the temperature of these hot day side exoplanets, some
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elements will be in atomic (instead of molecular) form and atomic line opacities
may also play a significant absorbing role.
What evidence do we have for the temperature-induced two-atmosphere hypoth-
esis? Cool stars (M stars) have visible-wavelength spectra that are dominated—and
indeed dramatically suppressed—by TiO gas. Hot brown dwarfs also have spectra
with TiO absorption features wheras cooler brown dwarfs do not, implying that for
cooler brown dwarfs Ti is sequestered in solid particles. Temperature and pressures
in hot Jupiter atmospheres are similar to brown dwarfs (although the temperature
gradient is different) so that we expect a similar temperature-induced chemical com-
position.
Other notable exoplanet atmosphere discoveries by Spitzer come from spec-
trophotometry and include discovery of a temperature inversion on the day side
of HD 209458b [32, 33] and a tentative detection of water vapor in transmission
spectra during primary transit [34, 35].
This interesting “two types of hot Jupiter atmospheres” hypothesis shows just
how complex hot Jupiters are. The results also imply that 3D coupled radiative
transfer-atmospheric circulation models are needed to fully understand hot Jupiters.
Next generation data with JWST (Section 4) in terms of high SNR low-resolution
spectra as a function of orbital phase will lead to a deeper understanding of hot
Jupiter atmospheres.
2.4 Lessons Learned from Spitzer
Spitzer and its instruments were not designed for high contrast observations. Here
we describe some of the instrumental effects that become important at the part-per-
thousand level and consequently affect exoplanet observations. These may be useful
to consider when planning JWST exoplanet transit observations.
The most notable instrumental effect is the “ramp”: a gradual detector-induced
rise of up to 10% in the signal measured in individual pixels over time. This rise is
illumination-dependent; pixels with high levels of illumination converge to a con-
stant value within the first two hours of observations and lower-flux pixels increase
linearly over time. [21] have attributed this to charge trapping.
The ramp is present at the long wavelength detectors (8 and 16 µm and possibly
also at 5 µm). The charge trapping is likely caused by the ionized impurities in the
arsenic-doped silicon detector. The first electrons that are released by photons get
trapped by the ions and therefore they are not immediately read out.
The ramp can be removed from a data set by a fitting a linear plus logarithmic
function. A method to avoid the ramp is to “preflash” the detector before an obser-
vation, by observing a bright star. We note that at 24 µm no ramp effect is observed
[22]; this may be because the detector is always illuminated by the zodiacal back-
ground. The ramp effect may be important for JWST observations because similar
detector materials are being used on MIRI. We recommend pre-flashing before tran-
sit observations.
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A second instrumental effect that is significant for exoplanet transit observations
is the IRAC intrapixel sensitivity variation for the short-wavelength channels (3.5
and 4.5 µm) [36]. This intrapixel sensitivity variation is a property of the detector,
is spatially asymmetric, and does not change with time. One possible explanation
of this detector effect is that there are physical gaps between the pixels which are
unresponsive to light. When an image is centered on a pixel the highest sensitivity
arises. A second possibility is related to the bump-bond contact between the detector
and the underlying multiplexer. Each pixel makes electrical contact with the multi-
plexer at pixel center. In this scenario, the electrons generated close to the contact
point may be collected more efficiently than electrons generated at pixel edges. The
IRAC intrapixel sensitivity variation can be corrected for by a natural mapping of
the pixels, by exploiting the telescope pointing jitter [37].
A third significant instrumental effect found from exoplanet observations is a
telescope pointing oscillation with a period of roughly one hour. This pointing os-
cillation affects IRS slit spectra. As the star becomes uncentered and recentered
on the slit the number of photons going through the slit changes. This change is
wavelength-dependent, because of the wavelength-dependent PSF, and therefore can
generate erroneous features in an exoplanetary spectrum. The cause of the pointing
oscillation is still a matter of debate.
A fourth effect is a longer-term telescope drift in telescope pointing. This tele-
scope drift is less certain than the well-documented 1 hour oscillation. This affects
the IRS spectral flux in terms of the broad distribution of energy, because the slit
width is comparable to the diffraction width of the telescope PSF. This is also a
wavelength-dependent effect.
Despite not being designed for high-contrast observations, Spitzer has revolution-
ized the study of exoplanet atmospheres by routinely detecting secondary eclipses of
hot Jupiters and measuring their brightness temperatures at different wavelengths.
Because of JWST’s larger mirror diameter and higher spectral resolution, and by
taking care to understand and remove instrumental effects, transit observations with
JWST hold even more promise.
3 Transiting Planet Radii with JWST
JWST will continue to study the physical characteristics of transiting exoplanets in
the tradition of Spitzer. See Chapter 1 of this volume for the JWST telescope, instru-
ment, and performance. JWST has 40 times the collecting area of Spitzer, enabling
studies of smaller exoplanets—pushing down to potentially habitable exoplanets.
The overall goal of planet transit observations is to combine the radius with the
planet mass to infer an interior bulk composition. Figure 5 shows transiting exoplan-
ets on a mass-radius diagram with curves for planets of homogeneous composition.
For example, we would like to know if planets in the mass range 5 to 20 M⊕ have
significant gas envelopes like Neptune (∼ 10% by mass), or instead consist almost
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entirely of rock/iron. Owing to high temperatures at a deeply submerged surface,
the former are not habitable, while the latter are.
Fig. 5 Mass-radius relationships for solid planets. The solid lines are models of homogeneous
planets. From top to bottom the homogeneous planets are: hydrogen (cyan solid line); a hydrogen-
helium mixture with 25% helium by mass (cyan dotted line); water ice (blue solid line); silicate
(MgSiO3 perovskite; red solid line); and iron (Fe (ε); green solid line). The non-solid lines are
models of differentiated planets. The red dashed line is for silicate planets with 32.5% by mass
iron cores and 67.5% silicate mantles (similar to Earth) and the red dotted line is for silicate planets
with 70% by mass iron core and 30% silicate mantles (similar to Mercury). The blue dashed line is
for water planets with 75% water ice, a 22% silicate shell and a 3% iron core; the blue dot-dashed
line is for water planets with 45% water ice, a 48.5% silicate shell and a 6.5% iron core (similar
to Ganymede); the blue dotted line is for water planets with 25% water ice, a 52.5% silicate shell
and a 22.5% iron core. The blue triangles are solar system planets: from left to right Mars, Venus,
Earth, Uranus, Neptune, Saturn, and Jupiter. The magenta squares denote the transiting exoplanets,
including HD 149026b at 8.14 R⊕ and GJ 436b at 3.95 R⊕. Note that electron degeneracy pressure
becomes important at high mass, causing the planet radius to become constant and even decrease
for increasing mass. From [38].
To illustrate why precise radii are needed to constrain a planet’s mass we show
the range of interior compositions possible for a 10 M⊕, 2 R⊕ planet on a ternary di-
agram (Figure 6). For an explanation of ternary diagrams in this context see [39] and
[40]. There is a degeneracy in interior composition for a solid exoplanet made of the
three typical planetary materials: an iron core, silicate mantle, and water outer layer.
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This is because of the very different densities of the three components. For example,
a planet of a given mass and composition could have the same radius if some of the
silicate were exchanged for a combination of water and iron. By showing contour
curves of growing observational uncertainties, Figure 6 emphasizes how a precise
radius reduces the interior composition uncertainty.
Fig. 6 A ternary diagram for a planet of a fixed mass and radius, including the mass and radius
uncertainties. This example is for a planet with Mp = 10± 0.5M⊕ and Rp = 2± 0.1M⊕, showing
the 1-, 2- and 3-σ uncertainty curves as indicated by the color bar. Notice that considering the 3-σ
uncertainties almost the entire ternary diagram is covered—in other words there is little constraint
on the planet internal composition. See [40] for a discussion of the direction and spacing of the
curves, as well as for other examples.
JWST should be able to measure precise transit light curves for a wide range of
star brightnesses. With its spectral dispersion and high cadence observing, NIRSpec
will be capable of high-precision spectrophotometry on bright stars. NIRSpec data
can then be used in the same way that the HST STIS spectra data for HD209458 was
rebinned into “photometry” [41]. For fainter M stars, NIRCam should be sufficient.
For all stars, the near infrared is ideal because of negligible stellar limb darkening,
removing one of the uncertainties in deriving an accurate planet radius from a planet
transit light curve.
By scaling from the [41] HST data, we provide two interesting examples of JWST
precision radii [42, 43] with NIRSpec at 0.7 µm. For the first example we consider
Kepler Earth-size planet candidates orbiting Sun-like stars in 1 AU orbits. Kepler
stars are about 300 pc distant and Earth-analogs have a transit duration of about
8 hours. With high-cadence observing, JWST will be able to obtain a 35-σ transit
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detection for Kepler Earth-analog planet candidates. This JWST confirmation would
be very significant, because Kepler’s SNR detection is 7 over 4 binned transits [44].
A second example is that of an Earth-sized moon orbiting the transiting giant
planet HD 209458b. At 47 pc and with a 3 hour transit time (and 6 hour observation),
JWST will also be capable of a moon transit detection at 35-σ SNR.
4 Transiting Planet Atmospheres with JWST
4.1 Background
Transiting exoplanets present two different configurations for atmosphere measure-
ments. The first is during primary transit and is called transit transmission spectra
(described in Section 1). Transmission spectra probe the planetary upper atmosphere
and have been used to detect atomic and molecular features in two different exo-
planet atmospheres (HD 209458b and HD 189733b), including sodium [45], water
vapor [34, 46], and methane [46]. Additionally, [47] have detected a large enve-
lope of atomic hydrogen (and a tentative detection of other elements) indicating a
slow atmospheric escape. [48] have presented the first ground-based detection of an
exoplanet atmosphere via sodium in HD 189733b.
The magnitude of the transmission spectra signal can be estimated by the area of
the planetary atmosphere compared to the area of the star. The area of the planetary
atmosphere is an annulus with a radial height of about 5×H. Here H is the planetary
scale height
H =
kT
µmg
, (2)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, µm is the mean molecular mass,
and g is the planet’s surface gravity. The magnitude of the planet transmission spec-
tra signature is approximately
5× 2RpH
R2∗
, (3)
where Rp is the planet’s radius and R∗ is the star’s radius. A hot Jupiter’s transmis-
sion spectra signature is approximately 10−4. We further note that, from the planet’s
equilibrium effective temperature (equation (1)) T ∼ 1/√a so that
Transmission∼ 1√
a
. (4)
We emphasize a very critical difference between planets with hydrogen-rich at-
mospheres (including both the upper layers of giant planet envelopes and thinner at-
mospheres of super Earths) and terrestrial planets (including Earths or super Earths)
with relatively thin N2 or CO2 atmospheres. The factor µm is 2 for an H2 atmo-
sphere, but 44 for a CO2 atmosphere! Hence, the difference in transmission spec-
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tra between hydrogen-rich atmospheres and terrestrial-like planet atmospheres is
a factor of 20 (with T and g being equal; see [49] for further discussion). This
implies that, while smaller space telescopes can study hydrogen-rich exoplanet at-
mospheres, JWST’s 6.5 m effective mirror diameter is needed to study CO2- or N2-
dominated atmospheres similar to terrestrial planet atmospheres in our solar system.
The second configuration available for transiting atmosphere studies with JWST
is secondary eclipse. Observations during secondary eclipse measure the planet’s
thermal emission. This contains information about the planet’s temperature and tem-
perature gradient. Spectral features can also be detected with the planet’s thermal
emission flux. If absorption lines are detected, the planet has a temperature that is
decreasing towards the top of the atmosphere. If emission lines are detected, the
planet has a temperature that is increasing towards the top of the atmosphere.
Estimating the magnitude of the planet’s thermal emission (in the form of a
planet-to-star flux ratio) is not easy because planet model atmospheres are usually
needed. That said, we can bracket an estimate with two extremes. One extreme is
the case where the thermal emission spectra could be observed over a broad in-
frared wavelength range to estimate the “bolometric” planet flux. In this case, we
can estimate the planet-star flux ratios by a ratio of black bodies, and considering
the Stefan-Boltzmann law F = σRT 4,
Emission∼ R
2
pT 4p
R2∗T 4∗
, (5)
where we have written Tp = Teq. Again using the scaling relation Tp ∼ 1/
√
a, we
find
Emission∼ 1
a2
. (6)
As a separate extreme to estimate the thermal emission planet-star contrast ratio, we
can take the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the black body spectrum hν ≪ kT to get
Emission =
R2pTp
R2∗T∗
, (7)
and again using the Teq ∼ 1/
√
a scaling,
Emission∼ 1√
a
. (8)
More reasonably, we can assume that at the peak of the planet’s output, which is
neither represented by the bolometric flux nor is it in the Rayleigh-Jeans tail (see
Figure 3), the dependence with a falls between that of ∼ 1/a2 (equation (6)) and
∼ 1/√a (equation (8)).
We have gone through these estimates to make a single main point: a comparison
between the semi-major axis (a) dependence of transmission and emission spectra.
Emission spectra have a stronger signal than transmission spectra for planets orbit-
ing close to their parent stars (and indeed emission spectra are only possible for
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planets close to their stars). While transmission spectra are weaker than emission
spectra for planets close to their stars, they are still attainable for planets orbiting far
from their stars.
4.2 Giant Planet Atmospheres
The JWST thermal IR detection capability can be explored by scaling the Spitzer
results (this discussion is from [43]). The 5-8 µm range is ideal for solar-type stars
because the planet-star contrast is high and the exo-zodiacal background is low. For
an estimate we can take the TrES-1 5σ detection at 4.5 µm, taking into account that
JWST has 40 times the collecting area of Spitzer and assuming that the overall effi-
ciency of JWST is almost 2x lower, giving an effective collecting area improvement
of ∼25 times. JWST will therefore be able to detect hot Jupiter thermal emission at
an SNR of 25 around stars at TrES-1’s distance (∼150 pc; a distance that includes
most stars from shallow ground-based transit surveys). Similarly, JWST can detect
a hot planet 5 times smaller than TrES-2, or down to 2 Earth radii, for the same
set of stars, assuming that instrument systematics are not a limiting factor. Scaling
with distance, JWST can detect hot Jupiters around stars 5 times more distant than
TrES-1 to SNR of 5, which includes all of the Kepler and COROT target stars. Be-
yond photometry, JWST can obtain thermal emission spectra (albeit at a lower SNR
than for photometry of the same planet). Rebinning the R=3,000 NIRSpec data to
low-resolution spectra will enable detection of H2O, CO, CH4, and CO2.
For hot Jupiter transmission spectra, we turn to simulations of NIRSpec trans-
mission spectra [50]. NIRSpec will have three “high-resolution” (2200< R < 4400)
gratings (G140H, G235H, G395H) that span the wavelength range 1-5 µm. Obser-
vations of planet host stars will be made with the largest fixed aperture (4”×0.4”),
rather than microshutters. A 2048×64 subarray on each of the two detectors will be
nondestructively read “up-the-ramp” every 0.3 s for 2.4 s (G140H, G235H) or 3.6 s
(G395H). The detector is then reset to avoid charge saturation (> 60,000 e−), and
the process is repeated thousands of times to build up 2 hours of total exposure time.
The total spacecraft time required to achieve this exposure time depends on the idle
time between individual subarray exposures. JWST has the potential to characterize
the atmospheres of dozens of transiting planets, if overheads and calibration errors
can be controlled.
One of us [50] has simulated NIRSpec observations with JWST. They estimated
NIRSpec performance based on observatory requirements and some lab data. For
reference, JWST has 25 m2 clear aperture and a 33% peak efficiency for the NIR-
Spec/G140H mode considered here. The simulated observations include those in
and out of transit, based on NextGen models [51] and planetary absorption spectra
from [52]. Simulated noise takes into account the details of how the detector will
be read and how spectra will be extracted. (This software is available upon request
from valenti@stsci.edu.) [50] do not attempt to estimate the impact of systematic
errors that will undoubtedly affect actual observations.
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Figure 7 shows a simulation of a K = 12, V=13.4 star with a 6 hour observa-
tion using NIRSpec/G140H, centered on a 2h planetary transit. Both the theoretical
spectra and the simulated observations are shown. In the simulated observation, the
water vapor absorption features are obvious and their detection significance is high.
This is in contrast to the 3 to 4 SNR transmission spectra detections measured with
HST, Spitzer, and from the ground.
Fig. 7 Simulated NIRSpec measurements of transmission spectra of a hot Jupiter exoplanet. The
spectrum is the ratio of the simulated spectrum in and out of transit. The blue spectrum shows the
Brown et al. (2001) model used to generate the simulated observations (black curve). The dominant
absorption features are water vapor.
A magnitude of V=13.4 encompasses most stars surveyed in the shallow ground-
based transit surveys, which may discover well over 100 hot Jupiters by the time of
JWST’s launch. Kepler’s star magnitude range is V=9 to 16 (most transits will be
found around stars V=14 to 16), and therefore the simulated spectrum in Figure 7
applies to Kepler’s hot Jupiters as well (although with a slightly lower SNR for
the fainter-end stars). By binning NIRspec data in wavelength, Jupiter transiting
planets orbiting out to 1 AU are accessible for NIRSpec transmission spectra. Such
observations may help resolve the puzzling question on the origin of the “puffed-up”
hot Jupiters that are too large for their mass and age (upper right corner in Figure 5).
Other outstanding questions for hot Jupiters that JWST can address include the
atmospheric circulation. Tidally-locked to their parent stars, hot Jupiters have a per-
manent day and night side. By studying the thermal emission spectra as a function of
phase we can get a handle on how the temperature of different layers of the planet is
changing. Intriguing are the eccentric hot Jupiters whose atmospheres are intensely
heated for a brief period of time. Spectra as a function of phase will help us to deter-
mine the radiation time constant, a fundamental factor in understanding atmospheric
circulation.
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By binning NIRSpec data in wavelength, transiting planets smaller than Jupiter
can be studied as well. Between Jupiters and super Earths, we expect many hot
transiting Neptune-sized exoplanets to be known and accessible to study by JWST.
4.3 Terrestrial Planet Atmospheres
One of the most interesting exoplanet questions JWST can address is whether a
planet is habitable. By habitable, we mean, in the conventional sense, one with sur-
face liquid water. Atmospheric water vapor is a good indication of surface liquid
water. On Earth, O2 is considered the most significant biosignature, given that it is
a highly reactive gas with a very short lifetime, and only produced in large quan-
tities by biological processes. For signs of life, one would ideally want to observe
signatures of molecules that are highly out of redox equilibrium (such as methane
and oxygen)[53, 54], but in reality it will be difficult enough to observe any molecu-
lar signature robustly from an Earth-temperature, near Earth-size exoplanet. Finally,
CO2, while not a biosignature, indicates an terrestrial-planet atmosphere. See [55]
for a discussion of Earth’s biosignatures.
We choose six examples to illustrate JWST’s capabilities for studying terrestrial
exoplanets orbiting in their star’s habitable zone.
The first is for a large Earth-like exoplanet. In [42], Gilliland considered a 1.5
Earth-radius planet orbiting a Sun-like star at 1 AU at 20 pc distance. JWST could
achieve a 500-σ detection with 0.25 sec exposures, 0.5 sec down time, and 3× 108
photons per integration (i.e., 105 pixels for 50k electrons in the brightest pixel).
This kind of detection can distinguish between Earth- and Venus-like atmospheres.
The observations required for such a 4-σ discrimination in this case would span 30
hours centered on a 10-hour transit. This measurement relies on a JWST capabil-
ity of efficiently recording high photon fluxes. More significantly, this hypothetical
planet-star system is optimistic; transiting Earths around V =6 dwarfs will be rare
and currently no transit survey is capable of finding them.
The second and third examples are for Earth-size planets orbiting M stars. There
is new excitement in finding transiting planets orbiting in the habitable zones of M
stars. Recall that the habitable zone is defined as the location around a star where a
planet’s surface temperature will permit liquid water. Owing to their low luminosity,
M stars have habitable zones much closer (3 to 40 day period orbits) than Sun-like
stars (1 year orbits). In comparison to the above example of a 1.5 Earth-radius planet
in a 1 AU orbit transiting a Sun-like star: the probability to transit is high (transit
probability is R∗/a); transits are deep; the radial velocity signature is higher and
mass measurements are possible; the large planet-star contrast may permit thermal
emission measurements. A ground-based targeted transit search for bright M stars
is underway [56] and expects to yield a few potentially habitable planets, as are
ongoing radial velocity surveys of M stars.
One of us [57] has simulated NIRSpec spectra for transiting Earth-like spectra
[58] orbiting bright M stars (Figure 8). Orbiting in the habitable zone (P=29 days)
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Fig. 8 Simulated NIRSpec measurements of transmission spectra of habitable exoplanets. The
spectra are the ratio of simulated spectra in and out of transit. Details of the planet and star scenarios
are indicated on the Figure. The blue spectrum shows the Ehrenreich et al. (2006) models used to
generate the simulated observations (black curve). The dominant absorption features are indicated.
of an M3V, J=8 star, an ocean planet will have a strong atmospheric water vapor
signature at the level of 40 to 60 ppm. CO2 features may also be detectable. With a
1.4 hour transit duration, 10 transits and 28 hours of observing time are needed for
suitable SNR. This ocean planet example is an 0.5 M⊕, 1 R⊕ planet. Its lower density
makes its scale height more than 2 times higher than Earth’s (Section 4.1) making a
transmission spectrum twice as easy to detect (see Section 4.1). For a “small Earth”
(defined as 0.1 Earth masses and 0.5 Earth radii) also orbiting in the habitable zone
of M3V star (but now for a slightly brighter, J=6 star), the water vapor signatures are
several ppm. 54 hours of observing time would be needed for a significant detection.
With the period of 29 days in both of these examples, scheduling to observe 10 or
more transits is critical. We emphasize that more work both in modeling the planet
atmospheres and in JWST simulations needs to be done. Regardless, M3V or later
stars as bright as J=6 to J=8 are rare, making transiting planets even more rare.
The fourth example is for a super Earth with a hydrogen-rich atmosphere instead
of a hydrogen-poor atmosphere. A hydrogen-rich atmosphere would be created by
outgassing on a super Earth with a surface gravity high enough to prevent loss of all
of the hydrogen. We have described in Section 4.1 how the scale height is inversely
proportional to surface gravity and mean molecular weight. We take a 5 M⊕, 1.5 R⊕
planet [38] with a corresponding surface gravity 2.2 times higher than Earth’s and a
mean molecular weight 44 times lower. The transmission spectra signal will be 10
times stronger than the medium ocean planet described in example 2 and Figure 8.
Such a hydrogen-rich kind of planet would require ∼ three times less observing
time than the Earth-like planet atmosphere in example 2 above, or approximately
10 hours. For further discussion on hydrogen-rich atmospheres on super Earths see
[49].
For our final examples, we consider the possibility of mid-IR thermal emission
detection during secondary eclipse of an Earth-temperature planet with MIRI. MIRI
spectra, in general, may be very useful because with no slit, no detrimental effect
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from pointing errors will occur (see Section 2.4). Regarding Earth-type planets, de-
tection of the ozone (O3) and CO2 spectral features are key (Figure 9).
Fig. 9 Earth’s mid-infrared spectrum as observed by Mars Global Surveyor enroute to Mars [59].
Major molecular absorption features are noted.
One of us (Deming) has simulated MIRI observations (also presented in [60]
but with minor corrections here). The planet is modeled as a black body in thermal
equilibrium with its star, using a Kurucz model atmosphere for the star [61]. Since
the star is bright, its statistical photon fluctuations are a dominant noise source.
Noise from the thermal background of the telescope and Sun shield, and background
noise from zodiacal emission in our solar system are also included. The efficiency
of the telescope/MIRI optical system (electrons out / photons in) was taken to be
0.3.
Figure 10 shows the SNR for MIRI R=20 spectroscopy of a 2 R⊕ super Earth or-
biting at 0.03 AU around a 20-pc-distant M5V host star as a function of wavelength.
Figure 10 aims to show that the SNR would be high enough to detect the O3 or CO2
features shown in Figure 9. With a 100 hour observation (for ∼40 transits and with
the total time divided between in-eclipse and out-of eclipse) a SNR of 10 to 15 is
possible. Figure 11 shows a similar example, but for a 200 hour observation of a 1
R⊕ planet orbiting in the habitable zone of a 10-pc-distant M8V star with R=50. For
comparison, we note that 100 hours is a bit less than half of the Hubble Deep Field
observing time.
For both SNR vs. wavelength examples in Figures 10 and 11, the SNR increases
at the blue wavelength range due to the increasing number of photons from the
planet. At longer wavelengths, the SNR decreases because of greater thermal back-
ground noise from the telescope and the Sun shield. Like the above transmission
spectra examples, transiting exoplanets suitable for JWST/MIRI followup observa-
tions of secondary eclipses are anticipated to be rare.
The only JWST instrument we have not discussed is NIRCam, simply due to
the current lack of available exoplanet simulations. A brief discussion of transiting
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Fig. 10 MIRI simulation of the SNR as a function of wavelength for R=20 spectroscopy of a 2 R⊕
super Earth orbiting at 0.03 AU around an 20-pc-distant M5V host star (where the planet’s Teq =
406 K). The SNR would be high enough to detect the O3 or CO2 features shown in Figure 9.
Fig. 11 MIRI simulation of the SNR as a function of wavelength for R=50 spectroscopy of a 1
R⊕ planet orbiting at 0.016 AU around an 10-pc-distant M8V host star (where the planet’s Teq =
290 K). The SNR would be high enough to detect the O3 or CO2 features shown in Figure 9.
exoplanet science with the NIRCam grisms is presented in [62]. NIRCam will be
suitable for both observing primary transit and secondary eclipse. Due to the lack
of slit (see Section 2.4), the grisms, and the near-infrared wavelengths where many
molecules have absorption features, NIRCam holds huge promise for transiting ex-
oplanet atmosphere studies.
In summary, JWST has the capability to study spectral features of Earth-size or
larger planets in the habitable zones of main sequence stars. We need to first find
these rare transiting planets and second be patient with the tens to hundreds of hours
of JWST time with the concomitant complex scheduling to cover periodic transits.
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5 Discussion
The Hubble Space Telescope and the Spitzer Space Telescope (Section 2.4) were not
designed to achieve the very high SNRs necessary to study transiting exoplanets, but
they have succeeded nonetheless. We have learned from these observations that with
enough photons, systematics that were unknown in advance can often be corrected
for (as long as the errors are uncorrelated). Given the expected thermal stability
of JWST and the differential nature of transit observations, we are optimistic that
JWST, too, will succeed in high-contrast transit observations.
We have described a few examples where JWST will have a significant impact,
including measuring precise exoplanet radii for all sizes of exoplanets and spectra
for giant planets at a variety of semi-major axes. Individually, these observations
will be “cheap” in terms of telescope time, with single transit measurements being
sufficient.
The most significant exoplanet observations JWST is poised to make are those for
potentially habitable exoplanets. In the most optimistic case, JWST is able to identify
planets with atmospheric water vapor, or even chemical disequilibrium indicative
of biological origin. JWST has the capability to do so if the tens to hundreds of
hours per target are allocated, and if such rare transiting planets can be discovered
in sufficient numbers.
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